


Welcome on Board!
Dear Passengers, 
 You may find the information below useful as we have listed for your convenience the customs regulations in some of the countries to which  
BHAir operates . Bulgaria is a EU Member and passengers to/from will be subsequent to rules  and regulations relevant to travelling to/from  EU 
member country.
 To make sure your arrival  goes smoothly, take a look at the current customs regulations and if you have any concerns , please do not  
hesitate to contact the cabin crew for further information.

Dear Passengers, 
We would like to inform you that for your convenience we accept payment in cash in the following currencies - BGN, GBP, EURO, NOK, SEK, DK, USD  
as well as credit cards - Visa and Master Card. Please be advised that our company exchange rate may not correspond to the current bank rates.
The card payment might be refused or failed if the card is not approved for "off line" transactions.
Once again we would like to thank you for choosing to fly with us and we hope you will enjoy our service.
Kind Regards 

BHAir

Travelling to Bulgaria
Free import to passengers arriving with goods purchased 
within the E.U. which are for personal use only:
1. tobacco products, for passengers aged 17 and older:
    - 800 cigarettes;
    - 400 cigarillos (max. 3 g each);
2. alcoholic beverages, for passengers aged 17  

and older:
    - 10 litres of spirits over 22% and ethyl alcohol;
    - 20 litres of alcoholic beverages less than 22%;
    - 90 litres of wine (though no more than 60 litres of 

sparkling wine);
Free import to passengers arriving from non-E.U. 
countries:
1. tobacco products, for passengers aged 17 and older:
    - 200 cigarettes;  

or
    - 100 cigarillos (max. 3g each)
2. alcoholic beverages, for passengers aged 17  

and older:
    - 1 litre of spirits;  

or
    - 2 litres of dessert wine not exceeding 22% and  

sparkling wine;  
and  

    - 2 litres of wine;
3. - 50 grams of perfume;  

or 
    - 250 ml of eau de toilette;

Travelling to UK
There are no limits on the amount of duty 
and/or tax paid alcohol and tobacco that you 
can bring into UK from EU Member country, 
as long as they are for your own use or gifts 
and are transported by you. You are more 
likely to be asked questions by UK Customs  
if you have more than:
    - 800 cigarettes 
    - 90 litres of wine
    - 10 litres of spirits

Travelling to Sweden / Denmark
Free import to passengers arriving with 
goods purchased within the EU which are for 
personal use only:
1. tobacco products (for passengers aged 18 

and over) of up to:
    - 800 cigarettes;
2. alcoholic beverages of up to:
    -  10 litres of spirits over 22%;
    -  20 litres of intermediate products  

(e.g. fortified wine);
    -  90 litres of wine (though no more than 60 

litres of sparkling wine)

Travelling to Norway
Residents of Norway who have been abroad for 
24 hours or more and visitors to Norway: goods 
representing a total value of NOK 6,000-.  
Articles included in this limit (not for passengers 
under 18 years) are:
1. tobacco products (not for passengers under  

18 years): 200 cigarettes or 250 grammes of 
other tobacco products;  
and

2. alcoholic beverages (only persons over the  
age of 18 are allowed to import alcoholic  
beverages. For importing alcoholic beverages 
with more than 22% alcohol per volume the 
minimum age is 20):

    - 1 litre of spirits of 22% vol. or higher to  
a max. of 60% vol. and 1.5 litres of alcohol  
of 2.5% up to and incl. 22% vol.;  
or

    - 3 litres of alcohol of up to and incl. 22% vol.; 
and 

    - 2 litres of beer with more than 2.5% up  
to/incl. 4.7 vol.
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Edie Campbell

THE NEW FEMININE FRAGRANCE
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NEW

NEW

NEW

EMPORIO ARMANI
Diamonds

A vibrant Fragrance inspired 
by the unforgettable scent of 
morning roses and the pure 
brilliance of pink diamonds. 

The perfect reflection of 
the natural and free-spirited 
Emporio Armani woman. 

EDT 50 ml

42.00 €/£

GEORGIO ARMANI
  Sì

A tribute to modern femininity.  
An irresistible combination of 
brightness, delicateness and 

refinement. A bottle as a work 
of art. A floral chypre fragrance 
built around pear, blackcurrant,  

freesia and rose de Mai. 

EDT 50 ml

45.00 €/£

Fragrances

YSL
  Black Opium

 Addictive? Definitely. The first 
coffee floral Black Opium, a unique 
composition where the electrifying 

energy of black coffee meets 
the assertive femininity of white 
flowers in a vibrant, sensual and 

addictive contrast of light and dark. 

EDP 30 ml

42.00 €/£



NEW

D&G
 Dolce Floral Drops
Dolce Floral Drops has the rare 
beauty of a fresh, floral scent. 
The Eau de Toilette is inspired 
by the notes of Dolce Eau de 

Parfum, preserving its harmonious 
signature of white flowers, with a 

heart of White Amaryllis. 

EDP 30 ml

40.00 €/£

VIKTOR & ROLF
Flowerbomb

A new chapter in the Flowerbomb story. A true 
bouquet of flowers that are good enough to eat! 
With crispy buds that evoke the “morning dew”. 
This Fragrance is multi-faceted like the bottle it 
comes in: a mille-feuille of Flowerbomb flowers 

around freesia, centifolia rose and Sambac 
jasmine, refreshed by crispy green notes and a 

touch of mandarin and bergamot. 

EDT 50 ml

45.00 €/£

Fragrances

NEW

VIKTOR & ROLF
Bonbon 

Bonbon, the new feminine fragrance by Viktor & 
Rolf, is an ode to pleasure, an exquisite moment 

of grace, a celebration of pure femininity. A 
delightful and indulgent gourmandize with a 
sweet caramel accord and a sparkling and 

delicious explosion of fruity notes.

EDP 50 ml

52.00 €/£



CHLOÉ
 Love Story

The marriage of luminous and sensual 
orange blossom with stephanotis 
jasmine, the flower of happiness. 

The padlock flacon, a precious jewel 
symbol of affection, signs the modern 

and refined Chloé attitude. Floral, 
fresh and sexy, Love Story is the new 
unforgettable essence of seduction.

EDP 50 ml

48.00 €/£
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ESTÉE LAUDER 
Modern Muse

The luminous texture of two 
extractions of Jasmine Sambac 
with dewy Citrus Fruits combine 

to achieve a multi-faceted, 
unforgettable sensation. Sleek 
Woods Accord: Her sleek style, 

strength and sensuality are 
expressed in this unique treatment 

of two Patchouli essences 
wrapped in the creaminess of 

Madagascar Vanilla, rich Amber 
Wood and soft Musk.

EDP 50 ml

48.00 €/£

Fragrances

NINA RICCI
 L'Extase

An incandescently modest fragrance 
with a genuinely erotic signature. Two 

accords, powerful and mysterious, 
chase and echo one another: Barely 
Rose, a bouquet of white petals and 
natural roses, and Musky Shadow, 
Benzoin and a breath of musk and 
amber. L’Extase is the evocation of 

women's fantasies.

EDP 50 ml

48.00 €/£

NEW

NEW
NEW



BOSS
 Ma Vie

Boss Ma Vie pour Femme was inspired 
by the independent spirit of a woman 
as she pauses to indulge in the simple 
moments in life; in this moment, she is 
at her most captivating, exuding a glow 

of femininity and confidence. Fresh, 
indulgent and fulfilling, this perfume 

created around the cactus flower invites 
you to take time to savour your life. 

EDP 50 ml

45.00 €/£

Fragrances

THIERRY MUGLER
Alien

Let yourself be seduced by the 
Alien amethyst precious stone 

and its miniature. The luminous, 
vibrant and mysterious notes 
of Alien will travel with you 

everywhere.

EDP 30 ml & 6 ml

42.00 €/£

CALVIN KLEIN
REVEAL 

The scent instantly hooks you with a surprising 
top signature of coarse raw salt. Like the Calvin 

Klein woman, Reveal is sexy, confident, and 
provocative with a touch of the unexpected.

EDP 50 ml

42.00 €/£

NEW

NEW



MARC JACOBS
Daisy Dream

For the Daisy girl who dares to dream - inspired by the 
boundless spirit of daisies and blue sky, Daisy Dream is 

Marc’s newest dream girl light and airy, Daisy Dream is both 
floral and fruity. The fragrance captivates with delectable top 
notes of blackberry, fresh grapefruit and succulent pear. The 
heart imparts a rich, feminine jasmine, notes of lychee and 
blue wisteria. A dreamy drydown of white woods, musks 

and coconut water. Ethereal, innocent, free.

EDT 50 ml

48.00 €/£
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MARC JACOBS
Daisy So Fresh Sorbet 

The new Daisy Sorbet Eau so Fresh Edition is a playful, 
colorful dance between fruits and flowers! Dewey, 

fresh and fun, Daisy Sorbet Eau So Fresh evokes hap-
piness with a sweet blend of fruity floral. The fragrance 
sparkles with effervescent notes of juicy mandarin and 
apple blossom. Fresh magnolia and wet violet bloom 

as they mingle with creamy woods to leave a lingering 
dry down. Sheer and Sparkling.

EDT 75 ml

48.00 €/£



Gold Offer

Gold Offer

 BEYONCÉ
Rise

Beyoncé believes a woman’s power 
comes from within and when a woman 
connects with her very essence, she 

revels in her individuality, her strength, 
and her beauty. Rise is a rich and 
intoxicating luminous floral with 

beautiful notes of Golden 
Apricot, Gold Symphony 
Orchid, Natural Jasmine 

Sambac and Cashmere Musk. 
Feminine. Confident. Sensual 

EDP 100 ml

19.90 €/£

 SHAKIRA
Rock

The inspiring and refreshing Italian bergamot with the 
radiant luminosity of lemon and green mandarin, recall 

the brightness of lightning at the stage. At the heart 
of the fragrance, a floral bouquet full of sensuality and 
sexiness increases the character and personality of 
our rock star. Warms and very seductive woods like 
cedar wood and the hypnotic darkness of patchouli, 

combined with the mystery of an amber accord, awake 
our most rock facet. Let's Rock. 

EDT 80 ml

19.90 €/£

ROBERTO CAVALLI
Paradiso 

With this fragrance, the famous 
Italian couturier brings everything 

to its climax. In his hands, the 
Mediterranean dolce vita is 

transfigured and becomes a true 
Paradise on earth. An uplifting and 

stimulating fragrance, it radiates 
delight and happiness. 

EDP 50 ml

42.00 €/£

Fragrances
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NEW



LANCÔME
Trésor 

Lancôme introduces the first tasty aphrodisiac: 
sensual, elegant and feminine. La Nuit Trésor is a 
black rose designed like a rough diamond over a 

wild vanilla layer. A sexy and aphrodisiac fragrance.

EDP 50 ml

45.00 €/£

Fragrances

JIMMY CHOO
Blossom 

 Jimmy Choo Blossom is a floral 
fruity fragrance colourful and 
refreshing at the same time. It 
opens on fruity and sparkling 

red berries notes. Its delicacy is 
intensified with the floral heart 

notes of sweet peas, while  
the white musk bottom  

makes it irresistible.

EDP 60 ml

40.00 €/£

PACO RABANNE
Lady Million 
Eau My Gold

Lady Million Eau My Gold! Is a fresh 
expression of a luxurious delirium 
& an over-the-top celebration. The 
introduction is a fruity explosion of 
mango & grapefruit, enhanced with 

Neroli essence & embraced with  
a woody base of cedarwood  

notes provoking a state of joyful 
loss on inhibition. 

EDT 50 ml

42.00 €/£
NEW

NEW



NEW

JIMMY CHOO
Man

A woody aromatic fougere which opens 
on lavender notes blended with mandarin. 

In the heart, crisp notes of geranium 
accompany pineapple leaf. Finally, the 
patchouli heart brings a sophisticated 

signature to the fragrance. The dark grey 
smoked bottle, innately masculine, is 

inspired by an antique flask. 

EDT 50 ml

38.00 €/£
The new feminine fragrance
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RALPH LAUREN
Polo Red

Inspired by Ralph Lauren’s 
passion for cars and style, POLO 
RED captures speed, seduction 

and adrenaline in a powerful 
scent. This new woody spicy 

fragrance is a fiery mix of fresh 
red grapefruit, spicy red saffron 
and deep red wood that ignites 
the thrill-seeker in every man.  

EDT 75 ml

38.00 €/£

CALVIN KLEIN
Reveal

This fresh salty oriental continues 
the thrilling game of seduction, 
capturing the tension between 
instant attraction and playful 
seduction. Sensual - vibrant - 

captivating. 

EDT 50 ml

38.00 €/£
NEW



VERSACE
Eros Femme

Here comes the new fragrance from Versace: 
Eros pour femme the complement to the popular 
men’s edition "Eros" from 2012. “Eros is God of 
love and the goal of Eros Pour Femme campaign 

was to present that Eros was seduced and to 
suggest the strength of a woman,” said Donatella 

Versace. The composition of the new perfume 
for women Eros Pour Femme opens with Sicilian 

lemon, Calabrian bergamot and pomegranate 
accords, with a heart of lemon, sambac jasmine 
absolute, jasmine infusion and peony. The base 
incorporates sandalwood, ambrox, musk and 

various woody notes.

EDP 30 ml

42.00 €/£

VERSACE
Eros  

Love, passion, beauty and desire: these are 
the key concepts of the new men's fragrance 
by Versace. Versace Eros is a fragrance for 

a strong man, passionate and master of 
himself. A unique aura, sensual on the skin, 

reassuringly virile these are the keys to the hymn 
of love announced by Eros, the triumphant and 
flamboyant seducer. A fragrance that interprets 

the sublime masculinity through!

EDT 50 ml

40.00 €/£

NEW



NEW

DOLCE & GABBANA
Intenso

 Intenso is pure instinct, the 
power of an emotion that is 

freely expressed. Opening with 
Aquatic, Basil and Lavender; 
its unique appeal comes from 

newly-discovered Moepel 
accord, which elicits a modern 

interpretation of classic tobacco. 

EDP 75 ml

45.00 €/£

Fragrances

ROBERTO CAVALLI
Just Cavalli

Powerfully charismatic and boldly 
masculine, enhances the sensual 
warmth of the original fragrance 

through enriched facets: a vibrant 
blend of warm spices in top, a rich 
heart with a robust coffee Ristretto 
accord, to end with a luminous dry-

down of gold amber and woods. 

EDP 50 ml

38.00 €/£

INTENSO_PRESS-1,00_205x205.indd   1 20/04/2015   18:12

NEW

EMPORIO ARMANI
Diamonds

Cedar wood as a symbol of 
masculinity, twisted with an 

unexpected accord of cocoa. A 
streamlined, powerful, faceted 

bottle. Elegant, youthful, 
the perfect Fragrance for a 

promising socialite.

EDT 50 ml

40.00 €/£



Fragrances
Special Offer

HUGO BOSS
 Dark Blue

Hugo Dark Blue is for men 
who want to experiment 

and push the boundaries of 
pleasure and seduction.

EDT 75 ml

19.90 €/£

ISSEY MIYAKE
L'eau d'Issey 

A luminous, warm and 
noble Eau de Toilette. 

An enveloping, intensely 
masculine scent. When 
the intense freshness of 
Bergamot meets Black 

Incense. 

EDT 75 ml

29.90 €/£

JPG
Le Male Terrible

The Eau de Toilette Extreme by Jean Paul 
Gaultier: a new olfactory interpretation of 

the legendary "Le Male" fragrance. Terribly 
fresh top notes, a terribly masculine heart, 

on a terribly sexy and raw dry down. 

EDT 75 ml

29.90 €/£

JAMES BOND
007

Masculinity and sophistication 
are at the very heart of the new 
James Bond fragrance for men. 

EDT 50 ml

19.90 €/£

ENRIQUE IGLESIAS
Adrenaline

The fragrance opens with a 
luminous mix of sparkling mandarin 

and zesty cedrat touched with a 
green hint of violet leaves. Next, 
a spicy, earthy blend of black 

pepper and saffron is lifted by the 
floral-fruity aroma of pomarose. At 
the base, warm and leathery notes 
of cedarwood, roasted tonka and 
suede add a suave refinement. 

EDT 100 ml

19.90 €/£
NEW

DAVID BECKHAM
 Classic Blue

A fruity burst of invigorating grapefruit 
and juicy pineapple fused with fresh 
violet leaves open the fragrance. The 
heart reveals an aromatic blend of 

crisp clary sage and iconic geranium, 
tamed by a tart green apple accord. 
Finally, warm cashmeran, mysterious 

patchouli and magnetic moss give 
Classic Blue its unique signature.  

EDT 60 ml

19.90 €/£
NEW
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Misaki LIFE Necklace
Celebrating the exuberance of life, Misaki’s Life necklace captures 
the light and enhances the female beauty. Glossy white 7mm 
Handmade X-Treme Lustre pearls are enhanced by a sterling 
silver 925 ring that splits into a three part drop pendant. 
Length 42-47cm. Presented in a luxurious windowed jewellery box.

139.00 

Misaki TEASE Pendant and Earrings
Embrace elegance and charm with this exclusive Misaki Tease 
rhodium plated pendant and earrings set. A silky black 8mm 
Handmade X-Treme Lustre pearl is fi nely nestled on a dual ring 
adorned with sparkling crystals, evoking the perfect balance of 
senses. Comes with matching 8mm Handmade X-Treme Lustre 
pearl earrings. Pendant length: 42–47cm. Presented in a luxurious 

windowed jewellery box.

89.00 
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18.00 €/£

60.00 €/£

110.00 €/£

Misaki EXCESS COPPER Necklace
Inspired by the change of brightness during the day, this necklace 
featuring a subtle gradation of golden colours and unexpected 
size of pearls, will highlight your beauty. Handmade Ceramic Pearl 
(20mm). Stainless Steel-Rhodium Plated. 42-47cm.

Misaki LIFE Necklace
Celebrating the exuberance of  Life, this necklace captures light 
and enhances the Beauty of the Woman. This necklace features 
a series of glossy and white pearls enlaced by a silver ring that 
splits into a three part drop pendant. Handmade Extreme Lustre 
Pearl (7mm). Silver 925 - Rhodium Plated. 42-47cm.

Misaki PEARLY ALL WHITES Pen
The Pearly Pen by Misaki is a must have. Filled with 80 
handmade white pearls, this elegant white pen is an 
ideal gift. Stainless Steel-Chrome Plated.

L'OREAL
La Palette Nude SET
Choose, mix and create among a 

palette of 10 nude shades specifically 
chosen by our make-up designers. 
Pigments & mixed pearlescent are 

skillfully selected to offer intense and 
nude. Color Riche La Palette Nude 
Set cont.: 10 shades in fine graded 

colours (each 0,7 g) 

22.00 €/£

NEW

NEW

NEW

L'OREAL
 Volume Million Lashes 

So Couture SET
A high-quality and luxurious mascara 

thanks to the finest “Black Silk” Couture 
formula combines extra black pigments 

and liquid silk. Mascara Set cont.: 
2 Mascaras Volume Million Lashes 

So Couture Black 
+ 1 Superliner So Couture Black  

24.00 €/£

RIMMEL 
Apocalips Lip Lacquer SET

This cutting-edge formula is packed with pure 
colour pigments for the high colour impact of 
a lipstick, the supreme comfort of a gloss and 

phenomenal lacquer shine. Set cont.: 3 x Apocalips 
Lip Lacquers in 303 + 400 + 600 (each 5,5 ml) 

20.00 €/£

VICTORIA'S SECRET 
Lip Plumper

Our exclusive way to get deliciously full, 
supermodel-sexy lips, without a plastic 

surgeon. Innovative Marine Collagen 
Microspheres take lip plumping to the next 

level, instantly plumping and smoothing, while 
self-adjusting pigment creates a personalized 
rosy tint. Visibly reduces lines and wrinkles 

giving lips enhanced natural contour and tone. 

20.00 €/£

Beauty
YSL

Mascara
The most emblematic of 
YSL false lash effects. An 
exclusive combination of 

a soft bristled brush and a 
cream formula incredibly 

intensifies the look. Improved 
formula. Does not dry out.

 27.00 €/£



D'ORNE
Fish Necklace

The inspiration of D’Orne Nature 
Collection is the endlessly beauty of 
the nature. Fish symbolize success 
in the financial sphere and symbol 
that brings good luck. This luxury 
necklace is made from 925 silver 
and sparkling Swarovski crystals.  

Chain length:  49.5cm  

36.00 €/£

www.dorneboutique.com

D'ORNE
Dragonfly Necklace  

Dragonfly is a symbol of transforma-
tion and inspires us to change what 
is needed in live to achieve our full 
potential. Child of water and wind, 

dragonfly comes to tell us about the 
uniqueness of the moment. Take this 

beautiful necklace decorated with 
hand-painted enamel and Genuine 

Gem stones - Gen. Iolite. 
Chain length:  49.5cm    

38.00 €/£

D'ORNE
 Love Necklace 

This beautiful necklace made in 925 
sterling silver and combines two hearts 
in classic 18ct gold and rhodium plating 
to create a stylish look that works for any 

occasion day or night. 
Chain length: 49.5 cm  

45.00 €/£

D'ORNE
Amethystine Talisman 

The diamonds and gem stones are always celebrating the 
luxury of the supper class starring aristocracy and movie 
stars. This necklace and stud earrings are made from 925 
sterling silver rhodium plated and decorated with Genuine 

Gem stones - Diamonds and Gen. Amethyst. Often associated 
with calmness and balance Amethyst improves personal skills 

and therefore be perceived as talisman. 
Chain length: 49.5cm  

Necklace 38.00 €/£
Earrings 34.00 €/£

D'ORNE
Beautiful Heart 

Sparkling fashion icon necklace!
This beautiful necklace made in 925 sterling silver 

and sparkling berries cubic zirconias add a touch of 
glamour for your unforgettable summer!  

Chain length:  49.5cm  

 34.00 €/£

D'ORNE
Lucky Bracelet

Bracelet symbol of endless love is the 
perfect gift, made of 925 sterling silver 

and clear cubic zirconium. 
Length: 19 cm  

25.00 €/£

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

Accessories



SXY JEWELRY 
Fabulous Crystal SET

These impressive stainless steel necklace 
and stud earrings are decorated  with 
colorful brunch of cubic zirconia and 
turquoise pieces.Made for sensual  

delight and admiration.
Pendant: 3.0 x 2.4 cm 
Chain lenght: 50.0 cm

Earrings diameter: 1.3 cm

26.00 €/£

SXY JEWELRY 
Shamballa 

Crystal Bracelet
Shiny and stylish .

The  perfect accessory in any occasion.
Width: 1.0 cm

Lenght: 18.0 mm

12.00 €/£

SXY JEWELRY 
Stainless Steel 
Crystal Earrings

Our sparkling 8 mm faceted studs 
are this season's most eye-

catching accessory.

6.00 €/£

SXY JEWELRY 
Unisex Bracelet 

Silicone and leather bracelet 
with stainless steel clasp. 

Stylish and modern accesory 
for men or women. Length: 
21.0 cm. Thickness: 1.0 cm

15.00 €/£

SXY JEWELRY 
Stone Charm Bracelet 

Natural Sparkling Blue Sandstone Stretch bracelet.  
Blue Sandstone symbolizes enterprise, success, victory 

and glory; which can enhance the power of leadership and 
strengthen body’s good spirits and drive out evil spirits; clear 

the mind and relieve the pressure. In sale with one of the 
following stainless steel charms:  
• Tree of life • Elephant • Turtle

Length: 19.0 cm. Thickness: 1.3 cm

15.00 €/£

Accessories

SXY JEWELRY 
Beautiful Ladies Bangle

Crystal nail shape stainless steel 
bangle in rose gold.Created to 
emphasize your personality.
Diameter: 6.0 cm x 4.6 cm

Thickness: 4.0 mm

26.00 €/£

SXY JEWELRY 
Tibetian Agate Dzi Beads 

Stretch Bracelet 
 Six-Eyed Dzi Restores the physiological functions of the 
viscera and bodily strength, release from the suffering of 
the six ways of sentient existence(Samsara), to remove 

(by magic, prayer, incantation) impending ill fortune, 
represents increment of fortunes. In sale with one of the 

following stainless steel charms:  
• Crystal Tree of Life • Gold Plated Crystal Tree of Life

Length: 19.0 cm. Thickness: 1.3 cm

15.00 €/£



AVIATOR
 Gents Watch

Classic style gents watch 
with a white dial and black 

Chronograph function. 
Complimented by a brown 
leather strap and stainless 

steel case. Water resistant to 
5ATM and comes with a two 
year international warranty.    

90.00 €/£

SEKONDA
 SEKSY

Ladies watch, rosegold-
coloured stainless steel case 

with Swarovski crystals, 
sunray dial, rosegold-

coloured metal bracelet, 
water-resistant to 3 ATM.    

95.00 €/£

SEKONDA
 Gents Watch

Sekonda gents chronograph 
watch. Round stainless steel 

case. Dark blue dial with 
batons. Outer minute track. 1 

second chronograph timing up 
to 1 hour. 24 hour read-out. 

Date. Stainless steel bracelet. 
Water resistant to 50 meters. 

2 year guarantee.   

80.00 €/£ NEW

SEKONDA 
Ladies Watch

Ladies watch, chrome co-
loured stone set case, black 
dial set with clear crystals, 

black strap.  

40.00 €/£
NEW

HIPPIE CHIC
Ladies Watch

Vintage style head on an 
intertwined leather strap, 
An additional integrated 
strap features wooden 

beads and alloy charms.

16.00 €/£

Accessories

ESTELLA BARTLETT 
Stars So Bright Bracelet
The Stars So Bright bracelet features 
silver plated beads on an adjustable 
cord in a classic grey colour. The 

simple silver plated stars mean this 
piece looks great worn on its own or 

stacked with other bracelets.

13.00 €/£

ESTELLA BARTLETT 
Two Bracelets SET

The Cara features gold plated beads delicately 
woven into shimmering gold cord and the 

Coco has delicate faceted gold plated beads 
with a contrasting cord. These paired together 
make the perfect combination to stack or wear 
individually. Great for a gift or treat for yourself. 

18.00 €/£

THUMBSUP UK
Zip Headphones

Quality sound with a funky zip style. The fully 
working zip not only adds flair, it also aids 

functionality: Try unzipping to full length when 
sharing music with a friend and then zipping them 

the whole way back up when not in use. 

15.00 €/£

ESTELLA BARTLETT 
 Ali Friendship 

Bracelet
The Ali friendship bracelet is 

delicate as you would expect from 
Estella Bartlett. Features silver 

plated beads on a silver cord and 
is finished with a playful tassel 

and gold star charm.  

13.00 €/£

NEW

NEW

NEW



 Surprise Bag
• Disney Princess • Spiderman 
Dextrose roll, Fruit Lollypop & 

Toy Surprise.

4.00 €/£ 

AURORA
• Cutie Curls Doll 

• Sea Turtle
• Platypus
9.00 €/£ 

AURORA
Fancy Pal 

Poodle Purple
 10.00 €/£ 

AURORA 
Gruffalo  

12.00 €/£ 

NEW

NEW

NEW

KOKESHI 
Beauty Bag SET  

This set contains an Eau de Toilette 50 ml 
Cheery in the shape of traditional Asian doll 
designed by Valeria Attinelli and a beauty 
bag brightened up with a Kokeshi charm 

for a Kawaii look! You can now bring your 
perfume everywhere thanks to your beauty 

bag which is made in cotton. This set 
comes in an original box inspired by Asian 
culture and wrapped with a tissue paper. 

26.00 €/£ 

KOKESHI 
SET 

The delicate fragrance Cheery makes its own 
cheeky statement: “I am lucky” with a tangy hint 
of apple and a gentle heart of cherry and rose. 

Made in France, Kokeshi nail lacquers uses 
short-drying, long-lasting formula that produces 

a high-gloss finish of professional quality. 
1 EDT 50 ml + 2 nail lacquers 5 ml.

22.00 €/£ 

KALOO 
Miniatures Set 

These real cute Kaloo scented 
waters will seduce miniature lovers, 

collectors, and mothers! These 
fragrances respect the skin of the 
baby: they are alcohol-free and 

clinically tested.
5x8ml. For girls and boys

25.00 €/£ 

NEW

NEW

Toys

Isabella Sophia

Tiki
Shelbee



BHAir 
Frozen Mug

"Senator" Frozen Mug 
branded with UV 
lacquer gloss. 

5.00 €/£

BHAir 
Puzzle Plane

Exclusive on board is this new and cute 3D puzzle 
plane in BH Air Design. A very funny 3D puzzle 

with 40 parts, approximately 12 cm long. Includes 
display stand. Packed in a special gift box.

10.00 €/£

BHAir 
Remove before flight

High quality Remove before 
flight key-chain in BHAir Design.

Made of polyester, 
with metal split ring.

3.50 €/£

BHAir 
Inflatable Neck Pillow

Restful relaxation when travelling. It is made of extra soft,  
anti-allergenic, luxury fabric. In order to enjoy the inflatable  

neck pillow more, please inflate it up to 3/4 of the air 
capacity only and enjoy the best neck support.

7.00 €/£

BHAir
Plush Airplane 

This airplane is beautifully  
soft and has a cute face.  
It is designed in Germany.  

Travelling is fun with  
this new little friend.

12.00 €/£

BHAir 
Airbus A320
Mini Model 1:200

The Perfect Memento of your 
Flight. Complete with Stand.

15.00 €/£

BHAir
Pilot Bear

Gorgeous teddy fully kitted 
out in it's own uniform. 
He's ready for take off! 

15.00 €/£

NEW

Branded



FERRERO 
Kinder Surprise  
Kinder Surprise 4-pack 

teamed with Looney Tunes 
characters in bright eye-

catching packaging. Each 
pack will contain one of the 
eight Looney Tunes Show 

characters. 4 pieces.

5.50 €/£

MARABOU 
King Size Chocolate Bar 

• Daim • Milk • Nut

• Fruit & Almond   250 g 
• Oreo  220 g

4.00 €/£

DAIM 
Double Bar

Milk chocolate with pieces 
of crunchy almond caramel  

56 g 

1.50 €/£

DAIM 
Superpack Minis

Minis milk chocolate 
with pieces of crunchy 

almond caramel  

300 g 

6.00 €/£

TOBLERONE 
Chocolate Bar

Great combo of milk chocolate 
and bits of nougat (honey candy).

100 g 

2.20 €/£

Confectionary

 FERRERO 
Kinder Bueno

Kinder Bueno is an unequivocal 
combination of contrasting tastes 
that engage the senses in every 
bite thanks to the crispy wafer 

and the creamy hazelnut center. 

43 g 

1.50 €/£

NESTLE
Kit Kat Trio

Enjoy a relaxing break with the 
classic KitKat 4-finger bar – a 
crispy wafer covered with milk 
chocolate. Contains 3 KitKats 

with 4 fingers of wafer covered 
with milk chocolate.  

3x45 g 

3.00 €/£

BASSETT'S
Winegums

Enjoy Bassett's Sour 
Winegums: original British 

winegums with a sour coating 
in a colorful variety of fruit 

flavours. Impulse bag formats 
perfect for on the go snacking.  

200 g 

3.00 €/£

BASSETT'S
Liquorice Allsorts

Enjoy Bassett's Liquorice 
Allsorts. A colorful and deli-
cious assortment of liquorice 

flavored sweets.  

215 g 

3.00 €/£

CADBURY 
Chocolate Bar

• Chocolate 
• Fruit & Nut 
• Whole Nut

300 g 

5.00 €/£

NESTLE 
Swiss

Discover the wholeness of Swiss 
chocolate in an exclusive format 

for snacking on the go. Filled with 
Nestle Swiss mini-pralines, milk 
chocolate with hazelnuts, for a 

delicious moment!

145 g 

4.50 €/£



Confectionary

CONOWER JERKY
Beef Jerky

• Classic 

25 g

3.00 €/£

MARS 
Skittles

Fruit pastilles

195 g 

4.00 €/£

MARS
Maltesers

 Chocolates with crisp, 
light honeycombed 

centres.

175 g 

4.00 €/£

STARBROOK
Belgian 

Chocolate Chips
 • milk hazelnuts

• dark • milk

125 g 

4.00 €/£

M&M's
• Peanuts  

• Chocolate

250 g 

4.00 €/£

JACOBSENS 
Disney Tins

 Chocolate Chip Cookies.  
5 assorted: 

• Princess • Minnie 
• Mickey • Cars • Faries

150 g 

4.00 €/£

BONNE MAMAN
Tartlets

9 Freshly wrapped tartlets,  
a traditional French recipe.

• Raspberry
• Chocolate and caramel  

135 g 

3.00 €/£

PAPAGENA
Waferballs
18 Peanut and  

18 Coconut Waferballs.

 300 g 

4.00 €/£

MON DESIR
 Spongebob

Chocolate Egg  
with Surprise.  

1.50 €/£

JACOBSENS
Wonderful  

Copenhagen Tin
Danish Butter Cookies.

340 g 

6.00 €/£

KIRI
Crunch

 Processed cheese 
and biscuits.

35 g 

2.20 €/£



95 g 
1.50 €/£

8.00 €/£
EUDF



HANKEY 
BANNISTER
Blended Scotch

Whiskey
1.0 L

12.00 €/£
DF EU

DF EU

GRANT'S
Family Reserve

1.0 L

16.00 €/£

JACK DANIEL'S
Black Lable

0.5 L

13.50 €/£

JOHN JAMESON
Irish Whiskey

0.5 L

10.50 €/£
DF EUEU

JOHNIE WALKER
Red Lable

0.5 L

10.00 €/£
DF EU

Liquors

14.00 €/£ EU



Liquors

DF EU

DF EU

SMIRNOFF
Red Vodka
PET 0.5 L

10.00 €/£

CHEVALIER
Napoleon 

1.0 L

10.00 €/£

BACARDI 
Superior

PET 0.5 L

10.50 €/£
EU

ALASKA
Vodka
0.7 L

7.00 €/£
EU

8.00 €/£ EUDF



Liquors

FINSBURY
London Dry Gin 

1.0 L

12.00 €/£
EUDF DF EU

JAGERMEISTER
Herb Liqueur 

PET 0.5 L

10.50 €/£

O SHEAS 
Irish Cream

0.7 L

10.50 €/£
DF

BAILEYS
Irish Cream
PET 0.5 L

10.50 €/£
EUDF

24.00 €/£

24.00 €/£

22.00 €/£

EU

EU

EU



VILLIGER
3.00 €/£

DF

MARLBORO
Red / Gold 

King Size / 200

23.00 €/£
DF

L&B
King Size  

200

25.00 €/£
EU

SUPERKINGS
Gold 
200

25.00 €/£
EU

LM
King Size 

King Size / 200

13.00 €/£
DF

Cigars &
Cigarettes

VILLIGER
Premium Sumatra 

5 Pieces

10.00 €/£
DF

EU



Coffee Break Menu
Croissant with filling
+ Cup of Nescafe 

3.00 €/£

Sweet Deal Menu
Caramel Wafer

+ Cappuccino & biscuits

3.50 €/£

Spread Menu
Rusk (white and black)

+ Processed cheese  
(natural and blue)

+ Pate
 + Olives

4.00 €/£

Soup Menu
Hot Soup with Noodles 
(Chicken, Beef or Vegetable)

 + Twix

3.00 €/£

Sky Bar Menu 
Options 

Bacardi Superior 0.05 L 3.50 €/£
Gordon’s Dry Gin 0.05 L 3.50 €/£
Bailey’s Irish Cream 0.05 L 3.50 €/£
Jagermeister Herb Liqueur 0.04 L 3.50 €/£
Irish/Scotch Whiskey 0.05 L 3.50 €/£
Vodka 0.05 L 3.50 €/£
Camus 0.03 L 3.50 €/£
Wine /white, red/ 0.25 L 3.00 €/£
Beer 0.33 L Can 3.00 €/£
Red Bull Energy Drink 0.25 L 3.00 €/£

Royal Club Can 0.33 L 2.50 €/£ 
Soda Water; Ginger Ale; Tonic; Bitter Lemon;  
Cassis; Orange; Fresh Citrus

Soft Drinks Can, Fruit Juice  2.50 €/£

Mineral Water 0.33 L 1.00 €/£
Nescafe, Hot Chocolate, Nesquik 2.20 €/£
Tea / English Breakfast 1.50 €/£
Nuts   2.50 €/£
Cashew; Peanuts (peeled, roasted)

Mr. Tarallino Italian Snack 30 g  0.50 €/£
Chipsletten 100 g  2.20 €/£
Salt, Red Pepper & Red Hot Chili

Maggi Soup 1.50 €/£

Sandwich 2.50 €/£
Double (pork fillet/ham/chicken);  
Cheese




